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The current investigation aimed to develop a barberine (BRN) loaded liquidsolid compact (SLC) to improve the oral therapeutic effectiveness of  

BRN. 32 full factorial design was employed and the effect of the carrier:coating ratio (X1) and neusilin :corn starch ratio (X2) was systematically 

investigated on percentage cumulative drug release (Y1) and disintegration time (Y2). In total, 09 experimental runs (SLC–1 to SLC–9) were 

prepared, evaluated, and converted to solid free-flowing granules using neusilin® US2. SLC–6 comprising labrasol and neusilin : corn starch ratio 

8:2  quick disintegration time 58.54±2.59 sec. and higher cumulative drug release 98.12±2.53. FT-IR spectra showed no incompatibilities, whereas 

DSC results confirmed the amorphous state and molecular dispersion of BRN in liquidsolid compact. In vitro dissolution studies demonstrated 

significant (P<0.05) improvement in BRN release characteristics from BRN liquidsolid compact (SLC–6). In-silico studies confirmed hydrogen 

bond interaction between an oxygen group of BRN and neusilin hydrogen. SLC–6  showed significant (P<0.05) antidiabetic activity when compared 

to pure BRN and standard acarbose conformed by  α-amylase inhibitory and  α-glucosidase inhibitory Assay. Remarkably, a 8-fold increase in 

bioavailability was observed after oral administration of BRN LSC–6 than plain BRN. Thus, BRN liquidsolid compact could be utilized as a 

potential carrier for BRN delivery in treatment of  diabetis.  

Keywords: Liquidsolid Compact, Barberine, Antidiabetic, In-silico study, Bioavalability etc. 

1. Background 

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic disease caused by a partial or total deficiency of insulin, which causes hyperglycemia leading to 

acute and chronic complications [1]. The incidence of diabetes mellitus is increasing worldwide. Control of plasma glucose 

concentrations is vital for decreasing the incidence and severity of the long-term effects of diabetes [2].Diabetes is a major cause 

of blindness, kidney failure, heart attacks, stroke and lower limb amputation.[3] About 422 million people worldwide have diabetes, 

the majority living in low-and middle-income countries, and 1.5 million deaths are directly attributed to diabetes each year. Both 

the number of cases and the prevalence of diabetes have been steadily increasing over the past few decades.[4]  

The poor dissolution rate, water solubility and low bioavailability of the  drugs is still a substantial problem confronting 

the pharmaceutical industry in treatment of diabetis. A great number of new and, possibly, beneficial chemical entities do not reach 

the market merely because of their poor oral bioavailability due to inadequate dissolution.[5] Over the years, various solid dosage 

formulation techniques to enhance the dissolution of poorly soluble substances have been introduced with different degrees of 

success. The technique of ‘liquisolid compacts’ is a new and promising addition towards such a novel aim. [6] 
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It is well established that the active ingredient in a solid dosage form must undergo dissolution in order to become 

available for absorption from the gastrointestinal tract. The absorption rate of a poorly water-soluble drug, formulated as an orally 

administered solid dosage form, is controlled by its dissolution rate in the fluid present at the absorption site, i.e. the dissolution 

rate is often the rate-determining step in drug absorption. [7] Liquisolid technique is a new and promising method that can change 

the dissolution rate of drugs. It has been used to enhance dissolution rate as well as bioavalabilty of poorly water-soluble drugs.[8] 

For BCS Class II drugs, the rate of oral absorption is often controlled by the dissolution rate in the gastrointestinal tract. Therefore, 

together with the permeability, the solubility and dissolution behavior of a drug are key determinants of  its oral bioavailability. [9] 

Berberine (BRN) is an isoquinoline alkaloid mainly used to treat diabetis, hypertension and inflammatory 

conditions.BRN has also been reported to have a number of pharmacological actions including anti-malarial, anti-arrhythmic, anti-

hyperglycemic, anticancer, hepato-protective, antioxidant, and antimicrobial.[10] However, the poor water solubility of BRN 

impacts its dissolution rate and oral bioavailability, thus limiting its clinical use.[11] BRN appears to be a hydrophilic compound 

and has a log P-value of -1.5,32 which makes BRN a class III drug in the biopharmaceutical classification system (BCS). Drugs 

included in this class are lipophobic and have poor membrane permeability, and the absorption of the drugs is mostly limited to the 

paracellular pathway. This limits intestinal absorption and leads to low bioavailability.[12] 

Liquisolid dispersion technique has been widely used to improve the dissolution and bioavailability of poorly water-

soluble drugs with a low dose [13 ]. A liquisolid formulation allows an insoluble drug to be solubilized, almost molecularly 

dispersed in a solid dosage form, which greatly enhances the dissolution rate of solubility-limiting drugs due to ameliorative wetting 

property and dissolution surface area, hence the oral bioavailability.[14]  

Recently numerous lipophilic and poorly water soluble drugs such as efavirenz [15], Telmisartan [16], lovastatin[17], 

Chlorpromazine [18], Glyburide [19], Glimepiride [20 ],Rosuvastatin [21], Fenofibrate [22] etc. have been formulated into  

liquidsolid compact to accomplish enhanced therapeutic efficacy. 

Therefore, an attempt has been made to design and optimize the liquisolid compacts to enhance in– vitro and in-vivo antidiabetic 

efficacy of BRN via the oral route. Herein, formulation optimization was done using a two-factor, three-level (32) full factorial 

design. Optimized liquisolid compact was evaluated for different parameters such as flowability, crystallinity, in-vitro drug release, 

etc. Afterward, in-silico interactions, in-vitro antidiabetic potential and in-vivo pharmacokinetic studies were performed 

2.Materials and Methods 

Barberine was procured from Sigma aldrich Pvt. Ltd. Mumbai, India. Labrasol, Kolliphor, Kollisolv and Cremophor-RH-40, were 

gift samples given to us by Gattefosse in Mumbai, India. Fuji Chemicals Japan has been kind enough to send over a sample of 

Neusilin US2 as a present. We purchased Tween 20, Tween 80,PEG 400 and double-distilled water from Unique Chemicals in 

Kolhapur, India. In this research, analytical-grade chemicals have been utilized.  

2.1. Solubility Studies 

The phase solubility strategy was applied in the conduct of the experiment concerning solubility. In a brief, an excessive amount 

of BRN was put into separate test tubes, each of which contained 2 milliliters of different lipids as given in Table 1. Resultant 

mixtures have been shaken at 37°C for 24 h using Orbital Shaker (Remi, RIS-24 Plus, and Mumbai, India). After equilibrium, each 

sample has been centrifuged (Remi, RM-12C, India) for 15 minutes at 2000 rpm. Then, after the clear supernatant has been filtered 

through a membrane with a pore size of 0.45 micrometres, absorbance readings were taken with a spectrophotometer (Shimadzu-

1900, Japan) that measures UV and visible light at 348 nm [23]. 

2.2.Preparation of BRN liquisolid compact. 

Method for formulating liquisolid compact The required amount of the BRN and non-volatile co-solvent were added in 

20 ml glass beaker and heated gradually until all the SGN was solubilized. The resultant warm liquid medication was incorporated 

into the fixed amount of carrier and coating materials initially, the powder excipient and liquid medicaments were blended at an 

estimated mixing rate of one rotation per second for nearly one minute in order to have a uniform distribution of the liquid 

medication in the powder. Liquid/powder admixture was evenly spread as a uniform layer on the surfaces of a mortar and left 

standing for approximately 5 min to allow the drug solution to get absorbed in the internal matrix of the powder material. Further, 
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the powder is scraped off from the surface of mortar by using an aluminum spatula and then mixed with the disintegrating agent 

for another 30 seconds in the same way described earlier. The yielded final liquisolid formulation was compressed in tablet form 

[24]. 

 

2.3.Experimental design 

A two-factor, 3-level (32) factorial design for Saxagliptin-liquisolid tablet (BRN-LSC) was used for the optimization of the 

liquisolid compact formulations where the two factors were evaluated each at three different levels (low, medium and high) and 

experimental trials were performed using all possible nine combinations using the Software: Design Expert software (Version 7.0.0, 

Stat-Ease Inc., USA). The Independent variables chosen for liquisolid compact were the percentage of Carrier: Coating Ratio (X1) 

and (Neusilin:Corn starch Ratio) (X2) whereas Drug Release (Y1), and Disintegration Time (Y2) were selected as the dependent 

variable. Amount of BRN was kept constant (50 mg) in all batches for the preparation of the liquisolid compact. The independent 

and dependent variables used in the 32 factorial design approach for the formulation of BRN  liquisolid compact are shown in Table 

1. 

Table 1.Full factorial Design matrix summarizing the levels, factors, and responses of 09 runs for optimization of BRN 

liquisolid compact. 

Run Block Factor 1 

Carrier 

:Coating 

Ratio 

Factor 2 (X2) (Neusilin 

: Corn starch Ratio) 

( R value) 

% Cumulative 

Drug Release 

(Y1) 

Disintegration Time 

in Seconds (Y2) 

1 BRN LSC-1 10 (-1) 9:1 (-1) 58.23±3.73 84.32±7.16 

2 BRN LSC-2 20 (0) 9:1 (-1) 67.57±3.32 77.54±6.26 

3 BRN LSC-3 30 (1) 9:1 (-1) 72.98±4.72 73.65±4.32 

4 BRN LSC-4 10 (-1) 8:2 (0) 80.43±2.95 69.42±4.38 

5 BRN LSC-5 20 (0) 8:2 (0) 87.12±2.32 66.65±3.27 

6 BRN LSC-6 30 (1) 8:2 (0) 98.12±2.53 58.54±2.59 

7 BRN LSC-7 10 (-1) 7:3 (1) 83.31±3.16 64.22±3.47 

8 BRN LSC-8 20 (0) 7:3 (1) 85.38±3.64 60.12±2.05 

9 BRN LSC-9 30 (1) 7:3 (1) 91.43±2.05 56.62±1.24 

Factor Levels used, actual (coded) 

 Low (-1) Medium (0) High (+1) 

Independent variables  

Factor 1 (X1) 

(Carrier :Coating Ratio) 

10 20 30 

Factor 2 (X2) 

(Neusilin : Corn starch Ratio) 

9:1 8:2 7:3 

Dependent variables  

Drug Release (Y1) Maximize 
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Disintegration Time (Y2) Minimize 

 

2.4.Mathematical model for designing SGN liquisolid Compact 

 

Spireas and Bolton have introduced a mathematical model for producing liquisolid compacts with acceptable flowability and 

compactibility. This model is based on the hypothesis that powder material can only accommodate a specific amount of liquid 

medicament (co-solvent + drug) in the inner matrix while preserving acceptable flowability and compatibility. Once the proportion 

of liquid exceeds the certain limit, the flow property and compactibility of the powder material starts to decline. This maximum 

amount of liquid which a powder material can retain while maintaining acceptable flowability and compatibility is known as 

flowable liquid-retention potential (Φ – number) and compressible liquid-retention potential (Ѱ – number) respectively. The 

acceptable compactibility means the ability of powder material to produce cylindrical compacts of adequate crushing strengths 

(approximate 5–6 kg/cm2) and acceptable friability without presenting any ‘‘liquid-squeezing - out” phenomena during 

compression. Once the inside matrix is saturated with liquid medication, the extra liquid will start to deposit as a layer on the 

surface of powder material. This extra layer of liquid is adsorbed by adding another powder excipients known as ‘‘coating material” 

that finally leaves the total powder material free-flowing, non-adherent and compressible. ‘‘Excipient Ratio” (R) is defined as the 

ratio of carrier and coating material required to make powder with acceptable flowability and compressibility.[25] 

R =Q/q            [1] 

where Q = amount of carrier material and q = amount of coating material. 

 

 

2.4.1.Determination of flowable liquid-retention potential (Φ – value) 

The liquid medicament was gradually added to the fix quantity powder material (10 gm) and this resulted admixture was placed at 

one end of the polished metal plate. The metal plate was gradually uplifted from one side while keeping the other side on the 

ground. The angle formed between plate and ground was consid ered as the angle of slide [26]. The angle of slide value of around 

31 represents the optimal flowable property of powder excipient with respect to the particular liquid vehicle used. [27] 

 

2.4.2.Determination of compressible liquid-retention potential (Ѱ – value) 

The liquid medicament was added gradually to 1 gm powder material for making uniform admixture. The admixture was 

compressed with specific hardness in the rotary tablet machine to make a tablet. In this investigation, the crushing strength value 

between 5 and 7 Kgf was considered as an acceptable one. During compression, it was also observed that there was no leakage of 

liquid medicament from the powder admixture [28] 

 

2.4.3.Liquid load factor 

Once Φ – value and Ѱ – value of carrier and coating material was measured, the liquid load factor for acceptable flowability and 

compressibility was calculated by using the following equations. 

Φ Lf = Φ CA + Φ CO [1/R]  for flowability           [2] 

Ѱ Lf =Ѱ CA + Ѱ CO [1/R]  for compressibility     [3] 

 

Here Φ CA and Φ CO are flowability liquid retention potential of carrier and coating materials respectively and Ѱ CA 

and Ѱ CO are compressible liquid retention potential of carrier and coating materials respectively. R is the excipient ratio as defined 

by Eq. (1). According to studies published in different research articles, it was noted that the R-value between 10 and 20 resulted 

in optimal flow property and acceptable compactible property so in this investigation a mean of 15 was taken for calculation [29]  

The liquid load factor can also be calculated by using the weight of liquid and carrier material as per the following equation. 

Q =W/Lf            [4] 

Q = Weight of carrier material and W = Weight of liquid medicament. 

Here between Φ Lf and Ѱ Lf whichever had the lower value was put in Eq. (4). Eq. (4) gave the weight of carrier material 

required to imbibe particular liquid medicament. The obtained value of Q was applied in Eq. (1) to calculate the value of the coating 

material required to adsorb the extra liquid layer from the surface. 

 

2.4.4.Primary trial for selection of carrier and coating material. 

The primary trials were conducted to identify the carrier and coating material which can accommodate maximum liquid 

medicament without losing flowability and compactibility. The methods used for screening are described in the abovementioned 
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section under the heading of ‘‘Determination of Flowable liquid-retention potential” and ‘‘Determination of compressible liquid-

retention potential”. The obtained values were put in Eqs. (3) and (4) for calculating the liquid loading factor. 

 

2.5.Preformulation Studies 

2.5.1.Bulk Density and Tapped Density 

BRN liquisolid compact powder (n=3) of weight 'W' was transferred to a graduated cylinder (100 mL)  and noted the initial volume 

(Vb). Afterward, we used bulk density apparatus ( Lab Hosp, Mumbai, India) to tap the sample until the constant volume (Vt) has 

been reached. The tapped density (TD)  and bulk density (BD) have been calculated as follows [30], 

BD =
W

Vb
                                                                        Eq. 5 

TD =
W

Vt
                                                                         Eq. 6 

 2.5.2.Carr's Index (CCI) and Hausner's ratio (HR) 

CCI and HR were determined in triplicates as follows, 

CCI =
(TD − BD)

(TD)
×  100                                        Eq. 7 

                 HR =
(TD)

(BD)
                                                   Eq. 8 

2.5.3.Angle of Repose (θ) 

Fixed-funnel technique was used for estimation of the angle of repose. In brief, BRN liquisolid compact powder was passed through 

a funnel which produce the heap of which height 'H' and radius 'R' was determined. Below mentioned the formula utilized to 

calculate the angle of repose [30]     

θ = Tan−1  (
H

R
)                                       Eq. 9 

2.5.4.Fourier transforms infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 

FTIR spectrum of pure BRN, labrasol, neusilin,  and the optimized BRN liquisolid compact was recorded using a Bruker, Alpha-

T FT-IR spectrophotometer over the frequency range of 4000 to 650 cm-1.[31] 

2.5.5.Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)  

DSC thermogram of pure BRN, maisine, neusilin,  and the optimized BRN liquisolid compact was measured by a DSC-60 

calorimeter (Shimadzu, Japan). The accurately weighed sample was placed onto the aluminum pans and sealed. The sample was 

heated over the entire range of temperature range  0 °C to 400 °C at an increment of 10 °C /min [32]. 

2.6.In-Silico Interaction Studies  

To explore the bonding and non-bonding interactions of barberine with Neusilin excipient, molecular docking was performed using 

AutoDock4.2.1. The atomic coordinates of barberine and Neusilin were generated and optimized using the Discovery Studio 

Visualizer [33,34].  Here, we used blind docking approach similar to earlier studies [23], to understand the interactions of barberine 

with Neusilin.For docking, the entire Neusilin molecule was enclosed in a grid box of 60×60×60with a grid spacing of 0.375 Å. 
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Here, we keep the Neusilin rigid and the drug compoundas a flexible molecule.The Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm (LGA) was 

employed with the default parameters [35].  During the blind docking, at each time Saxagliptin were placed at the random location, 

and each docking run consists of 100 runs. [36,37].  Thisoutput docked conformation was further clustered using all-atom root 

means square deviations with a cut-off of 4 Å, similar to an earlier study [23]. The least energy docked conformations were further 

considered for investigation of bonding and non-bonding interactions analysis using Discovery Studio visualize[38-39]. 

2.7.1. Dug content 

10 BRN liquisolid compact that had been accurately weighed and after being crushed added to the appropriate quantity of methanol 

and then dispersed. After separating the clear supernatant, the sample has been analyzed spectrophotometrically at 211 nm using a 

membrane filter with a pore size of  0.45 micrometers.  (Shimadzu UV-1900) [40].   

2.7.2 Friability Test  

The test was performed using Roche friabilator (Electrolab).  

2.7.3. Hardness  

The hardness of the tablets was determined using Monsanto hardness tester. It is expressed in kg/cm2 . Six tablets from each 

formulation were tested for hardness.  

 

2.7.4 In-Vitro Disintegration Time 

 The disintegration time of the tablets was measured in distilled water (37 ± 2°C) using disintegration test apparatus (Electrolab, 

India) with disk. Five tablets from each formulation were tested for the disintegration time calculations.[29] 

 

2.7.5.In-Vitro Drug Release Study 

The in vitro drug release study of the tablets was performed using USP type II apparatus paddle (EDT-08Lx Electrolab) 

at 37°C ± 0.5°C using phosphate buffer pH 6.8 (900 mL) as a dissolution medium and 50 rpm. At the predetermined time intervals, 

5 mL samples were withdrawn and replaced with fresh dissolution media. Withdrawn samples were filtered through a 0.45 

micrometer membrane filter, diluted, and assayed at 211 nm using a Shimadzu-1900 UV spectrophotometer. [41] 

 

2.8.In vitro antidiabetic study 

 

2.8.1.α-amylase inhibitory Assay 

 In a an appendorf tube, 1ml of PBS solution was mixed with 0.5 ml of different concentrations (50, 100, 150, 200 & 250 μg/ml) 

of samples with the standard solution and 200μl of 0.5mg/ml α-amylase was added followed by 200μl of 5mg/ml starch solution 

and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. Control was takes as starch with amylase and without amylase. Then the reaction 

mixture was stopped by adding 400μl of DNS solution heating the mixture in boiling water bath for 5 min and cooled. The 

absorbance was measured at 540 nm (Labman UV Visible Spectrophotometer). Acarbose was used as standard.[42] The percent 

of enzyme inhibition was calculated using the following formula:  % of α-amylase inhibition = [(Ac − As)/Ac] × 100  

where, Ac and As are the absorbance of control and sample, respectively.  

 

2.8.2.α-Glucosidase inhibition assays  

The assay of α-glucosidase inhibition activity performed as described by Li et al., 2005. ρ-Nitrophenyl-ρ-D-glucopyranoside 

(PNPG), was used as substrate and prepared by dissolving in 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.5). Samples were prepared at the 

concentration of 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 μg/ml dilution method (in 5% DMSO). 30 μL of each concentration was added with 36 

μL phosphate buffer pH 6.8 and 17 μL p-nitrophenyl-α-D-glucopiranoside (5 mM). The mixture solution was incubated for 5 min 

at 37°C. To this solution, 17 μL of α-glucosidase 0.15 unit/mL was added after the first incubation, then incubated again for 15 min 

at 37°C. After the second incubation was finished, 100 μL of Na2CO3  267 mM was added into the solution to stop the enzymatic 

reaction.  Solution absorbance was measured with a microplate reader (BIOBASE) at 405 nm.  The blank solution was tested by 

adding Na2CO3 right after the first incubation and α-glucosidase after the second incubation. Ascarbose was tested as positive 

control. [43] The inhibition percentage was calculated by following formula. The concentration of samples that inhibited α-

glucosidase activity by 50% was defined as the IC50 value.  

Inhibition Percentage= OD of Control-OD of Sample/OD of Control X 100 

2.9.In Vivo Pharmacokinetic Study 
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The experimental protocol (BIRD/CPCSEA/IAEC/Sangli/2022-23/06) was approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics Committee 

(IAEC) BIRD, Sangli.  Wistar albino rats (n=9) weighing in between 180-220g were procured from Crystal biological solution, 

Pune, India. Different pharmacokinetic parameters have been investigated after oral administration of pure SGN as well as 

optimized BRN liquisolid compact (BRN LSC-6) to the experimental animals. The animals were kept on a standard supplemented 

diet and water for two weeks before the experimentation. A random selection was used to divide the rats into three groups. Group, 

I served as a control, while group II and group III have been designated as test and standard groups. Group I have been administered 

with physiological saline solution. Optimized SLC at an equivalent dose of BRN (5 mg/kg) has been given orally to the group II 

animals whereas, group III was administered with BRNdispersed in a 0.5 % sodium carboxymethyl cellulose at 5mg/kg.  

After the administration of the dose, blood samples of approximately 500 microliters each were drawn from the retro-

orbital plexus of rats and placed into heparinized polyethylene tubes at predetermined intervals (24, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 h). 

Plasma obtained from blood samples that have been drawn and processed through centrifugation at 7000 rpm for ten minutes was 

then frozen at -20 °C for use in subsequent experiments. The validated HPLC strategy was applied to determine the BRN 

concentrations in the plasma samples that were isolated. Pharmacokinetic parameters, including the Cmax (maximum plasma 

concentration), Tmax (time it takes to reach Cmax ), AUC0–∞ (area under the plasma concentration-time curves), AUMC0–∞ (area 

under the moment curve), and MRT (Mean Residence Time), has been estimated. [23]. 

2.10. Stability study 

Following ICH recommendations, a stability study has been performed. It was kept in a stability chamber at a temperature of 40 ± 

2 °C and 75 ± 5% RH for 90 days. Different parameters like drug content (%) and cumulative drug release (% CDR) were examined 

at specified time intervals (1, 2 and 3 months) [44] 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Solubility Studies  

BRN solubility was calculated to select the suitable vehicle that can potentially solubilize the BRN in lesser quantity. Liquisolid 

compact with the appropriate lipids solubility and provides better drug entrapment. Solubility of BRN in lipids was found to be 

15.43±1.54 to 172.14 ±3.78 mg/mL and 3.87±0.2. Maximum solubility was found in labrasol (38.54±3.78  mg/mL). Detailed 

results of solubility studies are shown in Table 2.  

Table 2: Solubility of Barberine in Lipids 

Vehicles  Particulars Solubility (mg/mL)* 

Solvent Labrasol 172.14±6.14 

 Propylene Glycol 15.23±1.54 

 PEG-400 7.22±1.23 

 PEG-200 3.16±1.76 

 Kolliphor 14.65±0.8 

 Kollisolv 12.54±1.10 

 Cremophor RH40 8.43±0.6 

 Tween 20 4.76±2.47 

 Tween 80 5.51 ±2.12 

*Each value represents mean ± SD of three observations 

 

Among all the carrier materials screened, Neusilin had the highest flowable liquid retention potential of 1.2 ml. This meant that 1 

gm of Neusilin  powder was able to retain its good flow property even after accommodating 1.2 ml of liquid medicament with it 

(angle of slide = 31). This was followed by compressil 101, fujicalin and microcrystalline cellulose respectively, thus Neusilin was 

selected as carrier material. (Fig. 2). Among all the coating materials tested, aerosil had the highest flowable liquid retention 

potential of 1.6 ml. During initial the dissolution studies, it was observed that the liquisolid compacts containing only Neusilin as 
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carrier material were not able to release the drug completely. This was possibly because of the BRN was entrapped firmly in the 

internal matrix of Neusilin. To overcome this problem corn starch was mixed with Neusilin. Starch is widely used as a disintegrating 

agent in tablets because of its swelling property. The swelling property of starch was expected to help the drug to get released easily 

from the high internal surface area of Neusilin. [45]. The angle of slide was again measured for three newly prepared mixtures of 

corn starch and Neusilin with the ratios of 1:9, 2:8 and 3:7. It was practically observed that corn starch and Neusilin US2 in the 

ratio of 1:9, 2:8 and 3:7 had the same liquid retention potential as for plain Neusilin (1.2 ml). In the subsequent trials it was also 

observed that as the proportion of corn starch was further increased in the mixture, the liquid retention potential started to decrease 

drastically so it was decided to use Neusilin /corn starch mixture as the carrier material in the ratio of 1:9, 2:8 and 3:7. 

 

Determination of compressible liquid-retention potential 

During the compressibility test, it was observed that Neusilin /corn starch in the ratio of 1:9, 2:8 and 3:7. Was able to retain 1.4 ml 

of labrasol without presenting any leakage problem and were also able to provide acceptable hardness. 

 

Liquid load factor 

The liquid load factor was calculated by using Eqs. (2) and (3). As described in the previous section, the U – value and W – value 

for Neusilin /corn starch (9:1, 8:2 and 7:3) were taken as 1.5 ml. For the selected coating material, aerosil 200 obtained U – value 

for was 1.8. The R-value as described in the introduction part was taken as 15. By putting all these values in equation (3) and (4), 

the calculated value of ULf and WLf were found to be 1.6 and 1.4 respectively. Since the WLf < ULf, the value of WLf was finally 

considered as a liquid load factor for this particular liquisolid system. 

 

Determining the weight of liquid medication 

The practically measured solubility of BRN in labrasol was found to be 43.32 mg/ml. To dissolve 50 mg of BRN , 290.46 mg of 

labrasol was required which led to the total weight of liquid medicament at 340.46 mg. (Drug + co-solvent = 50 mg + 290.46 mg) 

 

Determining the weight of carrier material 

It was calculated by using Eq. (4), by putting the value of W = 340.46 mg (weight of liquid medicament) and Lf = 1.5 (Liquid load 

factor) in it. The weight of required carrier material was found to be 226.97 mg. Determining the weight of coating material by 

using Eq. (1) the weight of the required coating material was calculated, it came to 15.37 mg. 

 

Primary trial for selection of carrier and coating material. 

The composition of liquisolid compact batch is given in Table 3. The quantities for labrasol, carrier material and coating material 

were taken as per calculation steps explained in the previous section. Sodium starch glycolate (SSG) as disintegrant (4% w/w) and 

Magnesium sterate (MgS) as a lubricant (1%w/w) were also added in the formulation. During preliminary trials it was observed 

that the neusilin /co rn starch ratio and R-value (carrier/coating material) had a significant effect on the drug release from the 

liquisolid compact, so it was decided to use 32 full factorial designs for determining the extent of their impact on the desired product 

characteristics. Table 1 displays the coded and transformed values for selected 

 

Table 3:Composition of design batches for BRN liquisolid Compact. 

CODE BRN 

 

Labrasol Neusilin + CS Aerosil 

200 

SSG (4%) MgS 

(1%) 

Total 

Weight 

BLC-1 50 290.46 226.97 (204.27 + 22.69 ) 33.93 22.85 6.24 630.45 

BLC- 2 50 290.46 226.97 ( 181.59+45.38 ) 33.93 22.85 6.24 630.45 

BLC-3 50 290.46 226.97 (  158.83+68.14)            33.93 22.85 6.24 630.45 

BLC-4 50 290.46 226.97 (204.27 + 22.69 ) 22.62 22.69 6.17 623.83 

BLC-5 50 290.46 226.97 ( 181.59+45.38 ) 22.62 22.69 6.17 623.83 

BLC-6 50 290.46 226.97 (  158.83+68.14)            22.62 22.69 6.17 623.83 
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BLC-7 50 290.46 226.97 (204.27 + 22.69 ) 11.31 21.14 5.99 605.87 

BLC-8 50 290.46 226.97 ( 181.59+45.38 ) 11.31 21.14 5.99 605.87 

BLC-9 50 290.46 226.97 (  158.83+68.14)            11.31 21.14 5.99 605.87 

* All the weights are in mg. 

 

Preparation of BRN liquisolid compact 

 

Fitting of data into the model: 

In order to find out the best fit model, all the observed responses obtained for 9 formulations were concurrently fit into different 

mathematical models using Design-Expert® software. The selection of best fit model was based on the high values of multiple 

correlation coefficients (R2), adjusted R2, and predicted R2 values and low values of standard deviation (SD), coefficients of 

variation (% CV), and predicted residual sums of the square (PRESS) (Table 4). The PRESS value indicates how well the model 

fits the data. The PRESS value for the chosen model should be small in comparison to the other models. The best fit model for 

percentage transmittance was quadratic model whereas it was linear model for self-emulsification time and percentage cumulative 

drug release.  

Effect of independent variables on % drug release (Y1) of BRN-LSC : 

The % drug release of BRN-LST formulations are shown in table 1. The % drug release values were found in the range of 58.23 to 

98.12 %. The effect of the independent variables on the % drug release can be described by the following quadratic equation.  

Y1 = + 88.07 + 6.76 X1 + 10.22X2 - 1.66X1X2 + 0.73X1
2 – 12.07X2

2     (1) 

Where Y1 is % drug release, X1 is the carrier: coating ratio and X2 is the neusilin : corn starch ratio. The equation indicates that 

carrier: coating ratio and neusilin: corn starch ratio has a positive effect on the % drug release. This demonstrates that % drug 

release of BRN-LSC increases with increase in the carrier: coating ratio and neusilin: corn starch ratio. The high coefficient value 

of X2 specifies that the neusilin: corn starch ratio has more prominent effect on the % drug release of BRN-LSC compared to that 

of carrier: coating ratio. The ANOVA results for the % drug release data are shown in Table 5. The Model F-value of 35.62 implies 

the model is significant.  There is only a 0.71% chance that a "Model F-Value" this large could occur due to noise. Values of "Prob 

> F" less than 0.0500 indicate model terms are significant.  In this case X1, X2, X2
2 are significant model terms.  The Predicted R-

Squared (R2)" of 0.8060 is in reasonable agreement with the Adjusted R-Squared (R2) of 0.9558. The adequate precision ratio of 

17.646 indicates an adequate signal.  Hence the quadratic model can be used to navigate the design space (Table 4). 

Table 4. Regression analysis results obtained for various responses Y1 (% drug release) and and Y2 (disintegration time 

time)  of BRN-LSC for fitting to different models 

Models SD R2 Adjusted R2 Predicted R2 PRESS CV (%) Remark 

Response (Y1) 

Linear 

2FI 

Quadratic 

 

7.35 

7.91 

2.60 

0.7356 

0.7446 

0.9834 

0.6475 

0.5914 

0.9558 

0.4282 

0.0259 

0.8060 

700.54 

1193.38 

237.74 

9.13 

9.83 

3.23 

 

 

Suggested 

Response (Y2) 

Linear 

2FI 

Quadratic 

 

2.95 

3.16 

1.44 

0.9241 

0.9274 

0.9910 

0.8988 

0.8838 

0.9760 

0.8262 

0.6898 

0.9227 

119.65 

213.51 

53.21 

4.37 

4.69 

2.13 

 

 

Suggested 

 

SD: standard deviation, R2: multiple correlation coefficient, 2FI: two factor interaction, PRESS: predicted residual sum of 

square, CV: coefficient of variation. 
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Table 5. ANOVA results for various responses of BRN-LSC 

 

Source 

Responses 

Y1 (% drug release) Y2 (disintegration time)  

F-value 
p-value 

Prob > F 

Adequacy 

precision 
F-value 

p-value 

Prob > F 

Adequacy 

precision 

Model 35.62 0.0071 17.646 66.06 0.0029 23.865 

 

 
X1 40.53 0.0078 72.65 0.0034 

X2 92.69 0.0024 235.37 0.0006 

X1X2 1.62 0.2922 1.09 0.3733 

X1
2 0.16 0.7192 0.11 0.7644 

X2
2 43.09 0.0072 21.09 0.0194 

X1, and X2 are coded terms for independent variables; X1X2 interaction terms; X1
2 and X2

2 are quadratic terms 

The effects of the independent variables on the % drug release are represented by 3D- response surface graphs (Figure 1(A)) and 

their corresponding 2D- contour plots (Figure. 1(B)). It is noticeable from the graphs and the plots that the % drug release increased 

with increase in the carrier: coating ratio and neusilin: corn starch ratio. The perturbation plot (Figure 1(C)) for % drug release also 

supported these observations. The perturbation graph exhibits a slight bend for factor A (carrier: coating ratio) and a steep slope 

for factor B (neusilin: corn starch ratio) representing that the neusilin:corn starch ratio was a significant factor controlling the % 

drug release. [46] 

 

Figure 1. 3D-Response surface (A), 2D-contour (B) and perturbation plots (C) showing the effect of carrier: coating ratio 

and neusilin: corn starch ratio on % drug release of BRN-LTC. 
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Effect of independent variables on disintegration time (Y2) of BRN-LTC: 

The results of disintegration time of BRN-LSC formulations are shown in table 1. The disintegration time were found to be in the 

range of 58 to 84 seconds. The effect of the independent variables on the disintegration time can be explained by the following 

quadratic equation. 

Y2 = + 64.56 – 5.00 X1 – 9.00 X2 + 0.75 X1X2 - 0.33 X1
2 + 4.67 X2

2         (2) 

 

Where Y2 is disintegration time, X1 is the carrier: coating ratio and X2 is the neusilin : corn starch ratio. The equation indicates that 

carrier: coating ratio and neusilin : corn starch ratio has a negative effect on the disintegration time. This demonstrates that 

disintegration time of BRN-LSC decreases with increase in the carrier: coating ratio and neusilin : corn starch ratio. The high 

coefficient value of X2 specify that the neusilin:corn starch ratio has more prominent effect on the disintegration time of BRN-LSC 

compared to that of carrier: coating ratio. The ANOVA results for the disintegration time data are shown in Table 5. The Model F-

value of 66.06 implies the model is significant.  There is only a 0.29% chance that a "Model F-Value" this large could occur due 

to noise. Values of "Prob > F" less than 0.0500 indicate model terms are significant.  In this case X1, X2 and X2
2 are significant 

model terms. The "Pred R-Squared" of 0.9227 is in reasonable agreement with the "Adj R-Squared" of 0.9760.  The adequate 

precision ratio of 23.865 indicates an adequate signal (Table 4).  Hence the linear model can be used to navigate the design space. 

The 3D- response surface graphs and their corresponding 2D- contour plots showing the effects of the independent variables on 

the disintegration time are shown in figure 2. It is observed from the graphs and the plots that the disintegration time decreased 

with increase in the carrier: coating ratio and the neusilin: corn starch ratio. A perturbation plot can also provide an understanding 

about the effect of independent factors on responses. The perturbation plot (Figure 2(C) for disintegration time also supported the 

observations of 3D- response surface graphs and 2D- contour plots. [47] 
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Figure 2. 3D-Response surface (A), 2D-contour (B) and perturbation plots (C) showing the effect of carrier: coating ratio 

and neusilin:corn starch ratio on disintegration time of BRN-LTC. 

In order to find out the optimized formulation of BRN-LSC in the design space, numerical optimization process was carried out by 

applying constraints on the independent variables (% drug release - maximize; and disintegration time – minimize. This formula 

showed desirability value closer to unity (0.979). The overlay plot displays the optimized formulation along with their predicted 

response values (figure 3). The optimized BRN- LSC formulation was prepared and evaluated for the responses. The predicted and 

observed response values along with their % prediction error for the optimized formulation are shown in Table 6. The values were 

well in an agreement providing proof for successful design validity and optimization.  The % prediction error values (-2.57 to 3.13) 

were well within the agreement demonstrating the validity of QbD design employed in the optimization of BRN-LSC.[48] 

 

Table 6. Validation of optimized formulation 

Response Predicted value Observed value Prediction error (%) 

%  drug release 96.66 99.15 -2.57 

Disintegration  time 

(seconds) 

56.13 54.37 3.13 

 

 

Figure 3: The overlay plot displaying the optimized BRN-LTS formulation in the design space and their predicted response 

values. 

 

Drug-excipients compatibility study 

FTIR 
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The FTIR spectral analysis was employed to ascertain compatibility between the BRN and excipients of raft system. The FTIR 

spectra of pure BRN, labrasol, neusilin US2 and BRN liquisolid compact are shown in Figure 1. FTIR spectra of BRN (Figure 4A), 

showed aromatic C–H at 3191.4 cm-1 C-H aliphatic at 2909.06 cm-1, cyno group at (C-N )  1495.67 cm-1  , ether C-O-C stretch at 

1100.77 cm-1 and OH stretching at 3318.3 cm-1  . 

The FTIR spectra of BRN liquisolid compact (Figure 4D), showed functional groups peaks of showed OH stretching at 3314.71 

cm-1  ,aromatic C–H at 3193.90 cm-1 C-H aliphatic at 2978.68 cm-1, cyno group at (C-N ) at 1497.72 cm-1  and ether C-O-C stretch 

at 1102.58 cm-1 respectively. The principal peaks of BRN are retained in the FTIR spectra of BRN liquisolid compact. Thus, 

obtained results clearly revealed compatibility (no chemical interaction) between BRN and formulation excipients of BRN 

liquisolid compact.[49] 

 

Figure 4. FTIR spectra of A) BRN B) Maisine C) Neusilin and D) BRN-LSC 

 

DSC Studies 

Differential scanning calorimetry is and unique tool utilized to ascertain compatibility between the BRN and formulation excipients 

of liquisolid tablet. The DSC thermo grams of plain BRN, labrasol,neusilin US2 and physical mixture of BRN and excipients of 

excipients of liquisolid tablet is shown in Figure 2. The DSC thermo gram of plain BRN (Figure 5A), and labrasol, (Figure 5B), 

and neusilin US2 showed peaks corresponding to BRN at 155.43 °C ,labrasol showed endothermic peak at 110.57°C and neusilin 
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US2 showed peak at 151.75°C.. On the other hand DSC thermo gram of physical mixture of BRN and excipients of liquisolid tablet 

(Figure 5C) endothermic peak observed at 157.82°C which is analogous to the peak of BRN. Thus, obtained results revealed that 

integrity of BRN was retained after combining with BRN liquisolid compact excipients which conforms compatibility of BRN with 

formulation excipients.[50] 

 

Figure 5. DSC thermo gram of A) BRN B) Labrasol C) Neusilin and D) BRN-LSC 

Characterization of Solid-BRN liquisolid compacts 

3.5.1. Micromeritic properties of optimized Optimizied BRN liquisolid compacts 

The angle of repose of BRN–LSC 6 formulation was 30.42±0.25°, indicating good flow properties. BD and TD were 

found to be 0.3874± 0.040 g/mL and 0.4200± 0.027 g/mL respectively. CCI was found to be 3.28±0.19 %, while the HR was 

1.105±0.078. 

3.5.2. Post-compression parameters of BRN liquisolid  compacts 

Drug content, hardness, friability and weight variation of optimizied SGN liquisolid compact (BRN –LSC 6 ) was found to be 

98.54±2.43%, 3.2± 0.78, 0.36±0.023 % and 623.83±1.75 mg respectively. 

In-Silico Interaction Studies 

Molecular docking was performed to explore the putative binding mode and interactions of Berberine with Neusilin excipient using 

AutoDock4.2.1. The least binding energy conformation of Berberine , with Neusilin were found to be -5.34 kcal/mol,  as shown in 

Figure 6. The docking analysis reveals that Berberine, binds with Neusilin and stabilized by the bonding and non-bonding 

interactions. The Neusilin-Berberine complex shows the hydrogen bonding interactions of Neusilin OH with O3 residue of 
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Berberine (2.17 Å) and pi-type of non-bonded interaction between Neusilin with Berberine (4.30 Å) as shown in Figure 6. The 

analysis of results shows that the complex is stabilized by the classical hydrogen bonding and CH type of bonding, also non-

bonding interactions contributes equally.[23] 

 

Figure 6: Interaction of Berberine with Neusilin excipient using molecular docking. Here, the carbon atoms of Berberine 

and Neusilin are shown in the cyan color. While, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Aluminum, Magnesium, and Silicon are 

shown in white, red, blue, bricks, green, and grey colors, respectively.   

In vitro Antidiabetic Study 

 

α-amylase inhibitory Assay 

 

Alpha-amylase activity can be measured in-vitro by hydrolysis of starch in the presence of α-amylase enzyme. Due to its major 

role in the breakdown of polysaccharides, alpha-amylase is considered one of the most important enzymes in the digestion process 

found primarily in the saliva and pancreatic juice. Targeting this enzyme and inhibiting it is one of the possible solutions to prevent 

high postprandial blood glucose [51-52]. Alpha-amylase inhibition potential of BRN, BRN-LSC and acarbose is demonstrated in 

Figure 7.  The calculated IC50 showed that BRN-LSC inhibition potential is nearly matches with standard acarbose, with an IC50 of  

8.14 ± 0.42 mg/mL noted for SGN-LST against 7.61 ± 0.35 mg/mL noted for acarbose. On the other hand SGN showed IC50 of 

16.38 ± 0.63. The reduced values of IC50 of BRN-LSC indicates the better enzyme-induced hydrolysis of starch into 

monosaccharide which directly proportional to the α-amylase inhibitory activity. 
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Figure 7. Alpha-amylase inhibition potential of BRN, BRN-LSC and acarbose  

 

 

α-Glucosidase inhibition assays  

Alpha-Glucosidase Inhibitory Effect The α-glucosidase enzyme is also one of the essential enzymes of the digestion, located in the 

mucosal brush border of the small intestine.In type 2 DM, inhibition of 𝛼-glucosidase therapy is beneficial to delay absorption of 

glucose after a meal.𝛼-glucosidase plays a role in the conversion of carbohydrates into glucose. By inhibiting 𝛼-glucosidase, 

glucose levels in the blood can be returned within normal which may probably suppress the diabetes progression [43]. Figure 8 

demonstrate α-glucosidase inhibition of activity of BRN, BRN-LSC and acarbose. The calculated IC50 showed that the inhibition 

potential of BRN-LSC (IC50 6.18 ± 0.37 ) is better than that of SGN (IC50 12.63.11 ± 0.49  ) which quite similar to standard acarbose 

(IC50 4.93 ± 0.13 mg/mL)  
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Figure 8. α-glucosidase inhibition of activity of BRN, BRN-LSC and acarbose 

In Vivo Pharmacokinetic Study: 

The retention time of BRN in plasma was found to be 5.10 min. As can be seen in plasma concentration vs. time profiles (Figure 

9), Cmax determined after administration of BRN liquisolid compact was found to be 70.09±6.38 ng /mL, attained at 2 h, whilst, 

Cmax for pure  BRN (12.27±2.34 ng mL−1) was reached at 1 h (Tmax). Plasma concentration obtained after administration of 

liquisolid compact was significantly higher (P < 0.05) than plain BRN, at all studied time points. Significantly higher (P < 0.05) 

AUC was obtained for BRN liquisolid compact (447.77±35.29 ng.h.mL−1) than plain BRN (54.93±4.79 ng.h.mL−1). For BRN 

liquisolid compact and BRN elimination half-life (T1/2) was found to be 7.83±0.82 & 3.01±0.34 hours respectively. Mean residence 

time (MRT) for BRN liquisolid compact and BRN was found to be 8.07±0.79 & 4.80±0.42 hours respectively. [53-54] Detailed 

results are shown in Table 7. 
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Figure 9. In-vivo Pharmacokinetic study of BRN and BRN-LSC after 24 hours in  albino wistar rats. 

Table 7:Pharmacokinetic Parameters of barberine (BRN) after oral administration of BRN and BRN LSC formulation (5 

mg/kg) in rats. 

Parameter  BBN BRN-LSC 

Tmax (h) 1 2 

C max (ng/ml) 12.27±2.34 70.09±6.38 

AUC (ng/ml*h) 54.93±4.79 447.77±35.29 

AUMC (ng/ml*h^2) 284.88±26.54 3894.20±72.63 

t1/2 (h) 3.01±0.34 7.83±0.82 

MRT (h) 4.80±0.42 8.07±0.79 

CL (mg)/(ng/ml)/h 0.084 0.010 

Relative Bioavailability  815.16 

 

Stability Study 

A stability study of optimized BRN-LSC for 03 months at accelerated conditions of RH and temp. 40 °C & 75% ± 5% was 

performed to check the influence of storage conditions on cumulative drug release and disintegration time of optimized BRN-LSC. 

No significant change (p>0.5) was noted in the characteristics of liquisolid compact during the storage period. Detailed results are 

reported in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Accelerated Stability Study Data of BRN Liquisolid compact for 03 Months period 

Parameter Initial 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 

CDR (%) 98.76±0.36 98.62±0.42 98.53±0.34 98.42±0.27 

Disintegration Time 

(Sec.) 

58.57±1.35 58.23±1.49 57.52 ±2.32 57.41±2.25 

All values represent mean ± standard deviation (n=3) 

 

Conclusion: 
In the present study, labrasol based BRN liquisolid compact were successfully prepared and optimized using a factorial design 

approach. Optimized BRN liquisolid compact was evaluated for numerous in–vitro and in–vivo parameters. The design batches 

have acceptable compact properties such as flow property, compactibility, hardness, friability, content uniformity and disintegration 

time. The design batches had significantly high dissolution rate compared to pure drug-containing tablets at all the defined time 

intervals. The results of DSC studies suggested that the improved dissolution profile of liquisolid compact was possibly either due 

to the drug being in an amorphous state or molecularly dispersed in the liquisolid compact. Loading of BRN in liquisolid compact 

escalated the solubility of BRN, in vitro antidiabetic efficacy and bioavailability to a greater extent. Conclusively, BRN liquisolid 

compact would be a promising approach for BRN to improve its therapeutic interventions. 
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